This is

SECTION J

Type Specimens
of ATF Foundry Type

Containing a variety
of favorite designs
for many kinds of job printing.
Also includes
ATF's typewriter faces.

Call or write Foster for specimen of other
ATF faces you would like to see

Page 2
Engravers Bold... Engravers Roman...
Engravers Shaded... Card Light Litho

3
Typo Roman... Typo Roman Shaded

4
Verona

5
Engravers Text... Wedding Text

6
Engravers Old English

7
Cloister Black

8
American Typewriter...
Elite Underwood Typewriter...
Remington Typewriter No. 2...
Standard Typewriter...
Underwood Typewriter Inland

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
Metropolitan Securities Company
Independent Organization

Engravings Satisfactorily Reproduced
Unabridged Encyclopedia

Distinguished Scholars Receiving Diplomas
Nineteen Graduates Honored

Newspapers Launch Big Advertising Campaign
Remarkable Journalistic Enterprise

Magnificent Specimens of Swiss Architecture Exhibited
Modernistic Designs Receive Most Notice
American Graphic Arts Society

Impressive Ceremonies Mark Opening of Suburban Highway
Numerous State Officials Attend Celebration
Laud Splendid Improvement

Charmed Entertainments and Dance Conclude Quarterly Conference
Symphony Orchestra Renders Delightful Music
Excellent Banquet Arranged
VERONA an interesting type
Designed for the discriminating

BRAVEST KNIGHT
After the apprenticeship
as a Page and Squire the

JADES CHANGE COLOR
It is used for jewelry or can
be carved into ornaments and

BRAZIL, PERU AND OTHER
It showed civilization at a time when
it was hardly conceivable that nations

THE EARLY PRINTS
They instructed some local
blacksmith to make the iron
frames or chases in which the

THE EARLY PRINTER CAST
They instructed the local blacksmith
to make the iron frames or chases in which the type is confined for printing,

THE EARLY PRINTER CAST TYPE
They instructed some local blacksmith to make the iron frames or chases in which the type is confined for printing, and made
or designed the wooden cases and stands

THE EARLY PRINTER CAST HIS TYPE
They instructed some local blacksmith to make the iron frames or chases in which the type is confined for printing, and either made or designed the wooden cases and stands that held their type. With the advent of the iron hand press and the

Characters in complete font
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T
U V W X Y Z & $ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
. , ' " ; : ! ?
Royal Opera
Strange Knight
Exquisite Carriage
Inhaling Atmosphere
Unique Foreign Tapestry
Metropolitan Historic Pageant
Building Decorated
Jeweler Sponsoring Fall Exhibition
Astonishing Experiment

Characters in complete font

\[
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z \& $ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z \theta \phi \\
\ldots \ldots \ldots
\]

Character \( \omega \) furnished only with sizes from 8 to 18 point
Manager Promises Delightful Evening

Incoming Officers Pledge Improved Quality and Design Change

Retired Army General Bought Newly Finished Home Landscaped Gardens

Noted American Weaver Creating Original Tapestry Designs Wonderful Specimen

Importing and Exporting Company Buys Exquisite Jewelry of Unknown Origin for Antique Collection
TYPEWRITER FACES

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Series Number 311 10 pt. 20A 31o 9-1
Imitation typewritten letters have come to occupy an important
place in the industrial world of today. It is a wise printer
who uses facsimile letters to promote his own business.
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
$1234567890.·"::!?(_*(<>%/#

ELITE UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER Series Number 203 10 pt. 20A 31o 9-1
Imitation typewritten letters have come to occupy an important
place in the industrial world of today. It is a wise printer
who uses facsimile letters to promote his own business.
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
$1234567890.·"::!?(_*(<>%/#

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER No. 2 Series Number 297 12 pt. 14A 25o 9-1
Imitation typewritten letters have come to occupy an important
place in the industrial world of today. It is a wise printer
who uses facsimile letters to promote his own business.
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
$1234567890.·"::!?(_*(<>%/#

STANDARD TYPEWRITER Series Number 384 12 pt. 16A 25o 9-1
Imitation typewritten letters have come to occupy an important
place in the industrial world of today. It is a wise printer
who uses facsimile letters to promote his own business.
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
$1234567890.·"::!?(_*(<>%/#

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER INLAND Series Number 216 12 pt. 16A 25o 8-1
Imitation typewritten letters have come to occupy an important
place in the industrial world of today. It is a wise printer
who uses facsimile letters to promote his own business.
ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ&abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
$1234567890.·"::!?(_*(<>%/#

IMPORTANT NOTE: Use JUSTIFIERS instead of regular spaces with typewriter type.
Justifiers will space words in such a manner that the letters are always
positioned one above the other, thereby maintaining the appearance of type-
written copy. To achieve this, they must be exactly the same setwise
thickness as typewriter characters. When ordering, send sample or specify
type for which justifiers are required. Prices are the same as those charged
for other spaces.

Typewriter faces are fashioned to the same schemes as other faces. For com-
position of facsimile typewritten letters, extra fonts of lowercase should be
ordered.

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 200 ELMORA AVENUE • ELIZABETH • NEW JERSEY